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	MP targeted in Westminster honeytrap resigns party whip

	Attribution
UK Politics
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	Live. Champions League: Build-up to Arsenal v Bayern & Real Madrid v Man City

	Attribution
Champions League
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	Why is it raining so much?

	Attribution
Weather





[image: Rain bearing clouds over partially flooded fields in Chorley, Lancashire.]





	Peter Higgs, father of 'God particle', dies aged 94

	Attribution
Science & Environment
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	Louise Thompson reveals she had stoma bag fitted

	Attribution
Entertainment & Arts





[image: Louise Thompson attends the launch of Taste of London festival 2019 in Regent's Park - the ultimate celebration of London's world-renowned culinary scene on June 19, 2019 in London, England.]





	King Charles comes face to face with new banknotes

	Attribution
UK
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	Court rules women’s-only exhibit must allow male visitors

	Attribution
Australia
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	'Carrot harvest helped me detect ancient coin hoard'

	Attribution
Edinburgh, Fife & East Scotland
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	Restless legs syndrome: The condition affecting one in ten people. Video, 00:06:37Restless legs syndrome: The condition affecting one in ten people

	Attribution
BBC One
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Sport headlines


Keep up with the latest from BBC Sport


	Live. Euro 2025 qualifier: Republic of Ireland 0-0 England

	Attribution
Women's Football
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	Live. Championship: Six games with Leicester, Leeds & Saints in action

	Attribution
Championship
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	Live. Watch: Scotland v Slovakia in Women's Euro 2025 qualifier

	Attribution
Women's Football
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	Security raised for Champions League ties after threat

	Attribution
Europe





[image: Police seen outside the Bernabeu stadium, Madrid, Spain, before a match on 9 April 2024]





	McIlroy and Scheffler paired at Masters - tee times in full

	Attribution
Golf
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Around the UK


The top stories from England, Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland


	Mum of woman stabbed in street 'can't stop crying'

	Attribution
Manchester





[image: Police search scene of Kulsuma Akter stabbing in Bradford]





	New CalMac ferry successfully launches into River Clyde

	Attribution
Glasgow & West Scotland
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	Boy, nine, killed in family farm accident

	Attribution
Wales
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	Simon Harris elected as new taoiseach

	Attribution
Europe
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	Find your regional news

	Attribution
News
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Entertainment and TV


Latest news and must-see moments


	BBC exec who launched Dad's Army dies aged 98

	Attribution
Entertainment & Arts
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	Billie Eilish unveils release date for much-anticipated third album

	Attribution
Entertainment & Arts
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	Filming starts on new murder-mystery series Return to Paradise

	Attribution
Media Centre
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	'Why I rewrote Huckleberry Finn to give slave Jim a voice'

	Attribution
Entertainment & Arts
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	Glastonbury resale tickets will be 'very limited'

	Attribution
Somerset
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	Marvel star Majors avoids jail and gets probation

	Attribution
Entertainment & Arts





[image: Cast member Jonathan Majors attends the premiere of the film "Creed III" in London, Britain February 15, 2023]






	Race Across the World is back: Mum and daughter 'winging it' to win

	Attribution
BBC One
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Society




	Councils hold £1.5m in unclaimed overpaid tax

	Attribution
Surrey
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	Scotland's first 'tequila' - but it can't use the name

	Attribution
South Scotland
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	Meat vending machine plans submitted to council

	Attribution
Wales
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	'Instagrammable' bridge to go ahead despite cost

	Attribution
Wales
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Food and recipes


Meal ideas, cooking tips and more, updated daily to keep you inspired


	Celebrate Eid in good company with these crowd-pleasing dishes

	Attribution
BBC Food





[image: Lamb, saffron and apricot curry ]






	Healthy, easy dinners - a winning combo!

	Attribution
BBC Food
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	One key ingredient, three delicious dishes. Video, 00:06:08One key ingredient, three delicious dishes

	Attribution
BBC One
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	Can you grow out of a food allergy?

	Attribution
BBC Food
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	Where are they now? Catching up with previous MasterChef winners

	Attribution
BBC One
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3 things we love today




	Can you smash this fiendishly tricky food quiz?

	Attribution
BBC Archive





[image: A child in old-fashioned clothing alongside a packet of Smash and other retro food items]






	Seven words that can mean their opposite

	Attribution
BBC Bitesize
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	Brainteaser of the week: Can you find the missing number?

	Attribution
BBC Bitesize
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BBC iPlayer trailers: New and coming soon




	Ready to rock through time with the Doctor and Ruby? VideoReady to rock through time with the Doctor and Ruby?

	Attribution
Drama
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	'I would make such a good Traitor!' Video'I would make such a good Traitor!'

	Attribution
Things We Love
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	What's next for these young officers in Belfast? VideoWhat's next for these young officers in Belfast?

	Attribution
Drama
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	Jonathan is back and he’s reinvented himself. VideoJonathan is back and he’s reinvented himself

	Attribution
Comedy
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Wrestling emotions
Wrestling emotions
'You could use fake barbed wire - but what’s the point?'

WWE star Drew Galloway on the feud in the ring that nearly cost him a friendship outside of it

	Attribution
BBC Radio 4










Money




	How much is the state pension worth now?

	Attribution
Business
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	How stealth tax hits Scotland middle earners with high bills

	Attribution
Scotland
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	What are Shared Appreciation Mortgages? Matt Allwright explains. Video, 00:06:46What are Shared Appreciation Mortgages? Matt Allwright explains

	Attribution
BBC One
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	UK house prices fall for first time in six months

	Attribution
Business
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Lifestyle




	Which plant-based 'milk' is best?

	Attribution
BBC Food
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	Why is HIIT such an efficient way to get fit?

	Attribution
BBC Radio 4





[image: Dr Michael Mosley running on the spot as part of a HIIT routine]






	Chef hacks to cut time when cooking. Video, 00:05:32Chef hacks to cut time when cooking

	Attribution
BBC One
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Discover more to watch and listen to


Short on time? Click through to add or bookmark for later


	Michael Sheen faces the interview of a lifetime from The Assembly. Video, 29 minutesMichael Sheen faces the interview of a lifetime from The Assembly

	Attribution
BBC One
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	Brian Cox and Robin Ince embrace failure in its many forms. Audio, 17 minutesBrian Cox and Robin Ince embrace failure in its many forms

	Attribution
BBC Radio 4
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	Binge the first series of this fiery new drama from Peaky Blinders creator. Video, 57 minutesBinge the first series of this fiery new drama from Peaky Blinders creator

	Attribution
BBC One
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	The Darkest Days: Israel-Gaza six months on. Video, 59 minutesThe Darkest Days: Israel-Gaza six months on

	Attribution
BBC Two
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	The Road to Waterloo: Celebrate 50 years since Abba won Eurovision. Audio, 28 minutesThe Road to Waterloo: Celebrate 50 years since Abba won Eurovision

	Attribution
BBC Radio 2
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You might have missed




	Manchester's new 'tourist tax' raises £2.8m

	Attribution
Manchester
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	Rare blind and hairy mole spotted in Australia

	Attribution
Australia
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	Pool player hits 'one in 10,000' shot twice

	Attribution
Hull & East Yorkshire
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National Lottery draws
See the latest results, including Lotto, EuroMillions, Set for Life and Thunderball

Check results






Modern slavery statement

	Read more



Other services

	Complaints



BBC around the UK
	Scotland
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	ALBA
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	Wales
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	Cymru
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